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“For the higher education sector to fully 

embrace Big Data technologies, it needs to 

adopt a culture of data-driven decision-

making.”

[B. K. Daniel: “Big Data and Learning Analytics in Higher Education”]



Big Data definition

• Large volume

• High velocity

• Diverse variety

• Exhaustive in scope

• Fine-grained resolution

• Relational: capable of being joined through common fields

• Flexible



Data strategy: disruptive models for HE

1. Radical personalisation

2. Massive data integration capabilities

3. Enhanced decision-making

4. Data-driven discovery

Source: McKinsey Global Institute



Data in HE: drivers of change

• Increased pressure to base evidence on data, rather than experience

• Increased accountability demanded by stakeholders

• Collection of different forms of data for internal and external reporting

• Increasing use of IT by students and staff

• Emergence of unstructured forms of data

• Shift from aggregated to individualised data



Spectrum of data

Curated Administrative



Learner analytics is not new…

• Curriculum design

• Student feedback

• Assessment

• learner plans

• Teaching interventions



… but technology supports learner analytics in new 

ways

• Faster

• Personalised

• More accurate/grounded in actual behaviour



Levels of learner analytics applications

1. Micro Individual: helping institutions improve the quality of 

learning and teaching while streamlining processes and 

reducing workload

2. Meso Overall programme/cohort performance (e.g., graduate 

retention rates)

3. Macro Institution and sector-level performance monitoring and 

benchmarking



Benefits of learner analytics

Students Increased chances of success; better graduate 

outcomes

Providers More efficient and effective use of resources; better-

designed interventions; higher success rates; 

enhanced reputation

Policy-makers Improved decision-making; better insights; more 

efficient use of resources



Preconditions of successful learner analytics

• Appropriate ethical and legal framework

• Aggregation of raw data

• Interoperability

• Agreed specifications and standards

• Underpinning technology



An effective learner analytics framework therefore 

needs to address:

• Policy

• Technology

• Security

• Legal framework



HESA’s role in learner analytics

• Data Futures will transform the environment to deliver many of the preconditions 

for a successful learner analytics framework

• HESA’s role is to collect the right information and make it available for the 

advancement of UK HE, through our systems and expertise

• This includes:

• A new technology platform to support refreshed governance, data collection, 

analysis, and reporting

• Collective governance, through the Higher Education Data Landscape 

Steering Group

• Support for data capability-building in HE providers



Future developments

• Technology will have an increasing influence on 

pedagogy

• Privacy will become a growing concern 

• Question marks remain over the scalability of learner 

analytics and individual approaches across the sector
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About Jisc



Our vision and aim

Aim

We aspire to be the world 

class powerhouse of digital 

support and transformation to 

the UK teaching and research 

communities

Vision

To make the UK the most 

digitally advanced 

education and research

nation in the world



We do… three main things



Jisc’s national learning analytics



Toolkit: Code of practice

https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/code-of-practice-for-learning-analytics

https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/code-of-practice-for-learning-analytics


National Learning Records Warehouse and 
framework

https://www.jisc.ac.uk/rd/projects/effective-learning-analytics

https://www.jisc.ac.uk/rd/projects/effective-learning-analytics


Consistent data collection

TinCan
(xAPI)ETL

About the student Activity data



First version includes:

» Overall engagement

» Comparisons

» Self declared data

» Consent management

Bespoke development by Therapy Box

‘Study Goal’ Student App



Stats – Provides an engagement 
and attainment overview and 
drilling down to gives 
comparative activity graphs.

Log – Allows you to log time 
spent on specified activities e.g. 
reading for an assignment

Target – Allows you set personal 
targets to improve your 
engagement e.g. study for 10 
hours this week



Tutor dashboard



Alert and Intervention System

Tools to allow management of interactions with students 
once risk has been identified:

» Case management

» Intervention management

» Data fed back into model

» etc…

Based on open source tools from Unicon/Marist (Student 
Success Plan)



Looking ahead



New metrics



HEFCE learning gain call May 2015

» Standardised tests

» Grades

» Self-reporting surveys

» Mixed methods

» Other qualitative methods

May 2015 call:



Blended curriculum design



Learning Records Warehouse: our DNA bank for higher E-Learning?

• Demographics

• Entry 
qualifications

• Learning and 
employment 
outcomes

• Deep 
understanding 
of e-learning

• Metrics for 
engagement, 
learning gain

• Personalised 
next generation 
e-learning

UK learning data warehouse OutcomesReference data

Analytics number crunching



Analytics evolution



Summary



Summary

» Jisc national learning analytics

» Learning Records Warehouse

» Benchmarking and new metrics

» Personalised e-learning, learner pathway guidance and 
curriculum design

» Analytics evolution



Find out more…

Dr Phil Richards
Chief Innovation Officer

phil.richards@jisc.ac.uk

One Castlepark Tower Hill Bristol BS2 0JA
T 020 3697 5800

info@jisc.ac.uk jisc.ac.uk
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My learning analytics timeline 
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Ready, steady . . .  

http://edshare.gcu.ac.uk/1073/
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“Implement a pilot project using the VLE as the key data source to enable 

Glasgow Caledonian University to enhance it’s institutional understanding, 

capacity, and capabilities of enhanced reporting and intervention strategies.”

Key Recommendation 
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The Guardian, 31 January 2017 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/jan/31/post-truth-statistics-data-facts
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Financial Times, 31 January 2017
https://www.ft.com/content/3062d082-e3da-11e6-8405-9e5580d6e5fb 
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• Access to data

• Ethics: students and staff

• Data processing and protection – secondary use of data

• Developing data literacy and data informed culture(s)

• Expectation management

• Actionable insights – not just retention management 

• Resource and cost implications 

Data issues challenges



sheila.macneill@gcu.ac.uk

@sheilmcn

https://about.me/sheilmcn

mailto:sheila.macneill@gcu.ac.uk

